Activating the 1MP Smartphone or Hotspot
Activating the 1MP Devices

1. Collect the signed Parent Consent form. *(Devices are not to be provided without a signed parent consent form!)*
2. Log into the Sprint Prepaid Sales Portal at [sales.prepaid.sprint.com](http://sales.prepaid.sprint.com).
3. In the **Sign In** screen, enter your username and password.
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4. Click on **ACTIVATE**
5. Check the box confirming that the parent consent form has been collected.

6. Check **Yes** confirming that student doesn’t have internet access.
7. Click on **Select School** and drop down menu will appear. Select your school.
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8. This is what the activation screen looks like. Continue to next slides for instructions on how to complete it.

NOTE: You do not need complete Section B.
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9. Use the completed parent consent form to fill in the information on the student activation screen.

**NOTE:** Actual student birthdays are not required; enter any date in this field. Use the pop-up calendar to select the date.

**Required Fields**

- Parent/Guardian First Name: Juan
- Parent/Guardian Last Name: Garcia
- Student First Name: Miguel
- Student Last Name: Garcia
- Student Date of Birth: 9-1-2003
- Student Current School Grade: 5th
- Student ID: 1234567
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10. **Disregard** this section on the activation screen.
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11. The device box may have several barcodes. Enter MEID - DEC serial number into the Device Serial Number box.

**NOTE:** The MEID DEC serial number is typically the last barcode on the label, but the placement of the barcode may differ depending on the device model.

12. Re-enter the serial number in the Confirm Device Serial Number box. Then click Submit.
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13. You will be prompted to confirm that the **ICC ID** Serial Number is accurate. It always is, just click **Submit**.
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14. You will be prompted to verify the student information, then click **Activate**.

Miguel Garcia

1 Million plan with 10GB HSData
Expires 8/31/2020

Monthly service includes:
- Unlimited mins of Talk
- 10GB data
- Unlimited text
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15. Your request for activation will be processed. Wait for activation to complete. This typically takes less than 1 minute.
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16. This is the activation confirmation. Click on Print to print the student’s activation summary.
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17. This is what the Activation Summary looks like. Make sure students have the following information:

- a. Phone Number
- b. PIN
- c. Customer Care Number

**Note:** Students should be provided the toll-free Customer Care number in case they run into an issue with the phone.
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Don’t Forget!

1. If students received a smartphone, give students the instructions for turning the phone into a hotspot for their particular device. Instructions are located at http://digital.dadeschools.net/sprint.asp.

2. Unlike mobile devices, it is not necessary for phones to be turned on at the school. Once you activate the student’s phone, the student should take the phone home and turn it on. The device may need to be charged. The student should follow the prompts on the device to finish the activation process.